Little stories about BIG feelings

Presented by Avril McDonald
"Avril - I have loved using your books and the creative strategies suggested to bring
about positive change for the children I work with! All of the children have made
very positive comments about both the books, feelings cards and techniques used to
teach them new concepts (we are making a lot of cheeky monkeys and wise owls at
the moment!). I'm so excited for you! You have created a resource that resonates
with children - what a gift!”
- Dr Nicole Carvill - THINK Psychologists Australia
"Avril led fantastic sessions for our KS1 classes and a KS2 assembly. The characters
in her stories truly come to life and the messages they convey are so important to
the emotional wellbeing of young children. I highly recommend Avril and her Feel
Brave series to address issues such as self-confidence, anxiety and worries. The
sessions were interactive and pitched perfectly.”
- Francesca Leenen, Year 3 Teacher - All Saints Church of England Primary School

"The Feel Brave stories provide teachers with a valuable hook on which to address critical issues in children’s lives such as
friendship, anxiety and loss. Conversations about such topics can be tricky to manage so it is essential that discussions take
place in a safe and positive environment. The activities Avril demonstrates offer both creative and cooperative strategies
for building resilience, confidence and emotional literacy and are easy for teachers to incorporate in their classes. The
earlier that children learn to understand their emotional selves and how important it is to support each other through
challenging times the better for their future wellbeing. Well done Avril, this is a brilliant and very welcome resource.”
- Dr Sue Roffey, Director Wellbeing Australia Adjunct Assoc.

FEEL BRAVE
Little stories about BIG feelings
Presented by Avril McDonald
THE PERFORMANCE - STAGE 1 CHILDREN
Using the characters and stories created through her “Feel Brave” series of books, Avril McDonald presents an engaging
programme that helps children build their emotional literacy and wellbeing.
Avril explains how the Feel Brave characters were born from scraps in a cupboard after her daughter had a nightmare that
they then made into a new story. She shows how the characters have developed into what they are today and uses ‘The
Wolf is NOT Invited’ to help children build their own self confidence and resilience in dealing with being excluded. She leads
the children in an exercise that they can use anytime they want to if they feel lonely or sad by thinking of all of the people
and things they love.
Avril works with the children to start to build their emotional literacy with a fun and interactive game called ‘Can you guess
how I feel?’ Avril gets the children excited about making up their own new and fun stories about things that make them feel
anxious. They brainstorm ways to share their own worries and learn some simple ways to self-regulate their emotions.
Avril finishes her session with ‘The Wolf’s Colourful Coat’ which presents a bullying situation to children and helps them feel
comfortable ‘telling someone they trust’ if they feel bullied. She demonstrates how the children can practise empathy every
day (which plays a vital role in preventing bullying). Avril leaves the children with a stretching poem that they can use as ‘1
dose per day’ towards cultivating their emotional wellbeing.
Avril also presents an optional 20 minute Parent and/or Teacher presentation and Q&A session where she talks about how to
integrate emotional wellbeing strategies into a child’s every day (both at home and at school) and gives 5 key take home
strategies to try.
Performance Requirements:
Projector or smartboard for visual presentation. Whiteboard and markers for brainstorm.
Pack up/Setup: 15 minutes
Children to be seated theatre style with a centre aisle.
Published books (and their themes): The Wolf is NOT Invited (Self Confidence), The Grand Wolf (Change, Loss & Grief), The
Wolf and the Shadow Monster (Anxiety & Fear), The Wolf and the Baby Dragon (Worries & Calming Down) and The Wolf’s
Colourful Coat (Making Relationships).
THE PERFORMER
Avril McDonald is the author of the Feel Brave Series of Books (little stories about big feelings for 4 – 7-year olds). Each book tells a story
about a real-life situation that children may face and offers a very simple strategy to cope with it. The books are well loved all around the
world and are being translated into many different languages including Chinese. They are also being adapted into an animated series and
she is making the Feel Brave music with one of the world’s largest music labels. Avril is a trained primary school teacher, business woman
and a mum. She is an experienced presenter having presented the Feel Brave show to thousands of children around the world and is the
winner of the 2017 UK’s ‘People’s Book Prize’. She created a free wellbeing programme for children which is actively being used in more
than 250 schools across 10 countries. She is the patron of the Westminster Children’s University in the UK and official partner or the Life
Education Trust New Zealand who use all of her stories and resources to teach emotional wellbeing in their mobile classrooms. Avril also
regularly writes and speaks about how to cultivate emotional wellbeing with children in global educational and lifestyle magazines and
publications.
Website: www.feelbrave.com
DURATION: 50 minutes
SUITABILITY: Years K - 2
(plus optional 20min Parent/Teacher presentation)
PERFORMANCE COST
PERFORMANCE MINIMUM (120 STUDENTS)*
Per Student
$5.00
Per Session
$600.00
GST
$0.50
GST
$ 60.00
Total
$5.50
Total
$660.00
*PLEASE NOTE EVERY STUDENT OVER 120 PAYS $5.00 + GST

